Proven + Modern Data Protection

DELL EMC INTEGRATED DATA PROTECTION APPLIANCE (IDPA) FAMILY

DATA PROTECTION CHALLENGES TODAY

- DATA GROWTH & SPRAWL
- FASTER TIME TO VALUE AND LOWER COSTS
- PROTECT DIVERSE APP ECOSYSTEM AT THE SOURCE
- PROTECT BROADER SPECTRUM OF APPLICATIONS

DELL EMC IDPA - SIMPLY POWERFUL DATA PROTECTION

IN THE CLOUD

- 3X UP TO VM BACKUPS 1 THAN TRADITIONAL PROTECTION
- 55:1 UP TO DEDUPLICATION 2

FOR ALL DATA PROTECTION ENVIRONMENTS

ON-PREMISES

- PROTECT YOUR DATA TODAY AND TOMORROW
- PROVEN & MODERN

VIRTUAL

-VMware integration that enables vAdmins to perform majority of protection tasks from native vSphere UI
- Up to 3x faster backups, 10x faster recovery for VMs
- Long-term retention to the cloud with up to 150PB protected with cloud tier
- Orchestrated disaster recovery to the cloud
- Only deduplicated data copied to AWS, Azure, or VMware Cloud for low costs
- 3 clicks to failover, 2 clicks to failback

IDPA DELIVERS WHAT BUSINESSES NEED

- 3 YEAR SATISFACTION GUARANTEE WITH FUTURE-PROOF PROGRAM

THE IDPA PORTFOLIO

Large Enterprise
Large Enterprise
Mid-size Enterprise
Mid-size & ROBO

CONVERGED AND COMPREHENSIVE HIGH VALUE AND LOW TCO CLOUD-READY WIDE APPLICATION ECOSYSTEM USABLE CAPACITY IN THE CLOUD

Visit DellTechnologies.com/IDPA or contact a Dell Technologies rep today at 1-866-438-3622

1 Based on ESG Technical Review commissioned by Dell Technologies, “Efficiently Protect Virtual Environments with Integrated Data Protection Appliances from Dell EMC”, January 2020, comparing Dell EMC IDPA DP5800 vs. a leading competitive hyperconverged data protection appliance solution from Vendor X. Actual results may vary.

2 Based on the Future-Proof Program deduplication guarantee

3 According to Dell Internal Testing, February 2020

4 Based on Future-Proof Program data protection deduplication guarantee

Intel Inside® Powerful Data Center Outside.
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